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Spiral Clamp With Lining

Spiral Clamp with Linings are
common in Ningbo Good Fasteners
production. We are specialized in the
hardware fixing and fasteners industry
for 16years. Strictly control product
quality and provide customers with
high-quality products and services.
Ningbo Good Fastener Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. has professional and
advanced production equipment and
technology. Usually, Spiral Clamp
with Lining is exported to Europe,

North America, and Mid-East areas.We are specialized in the hardware fixing and
fasteners industry for 16years. Strictly control product quality and provide customers with
high-quality products and services. Ningbo Good Fastener Manufacturing Co., Ltd. has
professional and advanced production equipment and technology. Usually, Spiral Clamp
with Lining is exported to Europe, North America, and Mid-East areas.

Product Introduction

High-quality Spiral Clamp With Lining is manufactured of bicromised steel by Ningbo
Good Fasteners. Spiral Clamp With Lining’s material: steel with galvanized and
High-quality EPDM-insert for sound insulation protection (halogen and silicone-free).Our
advantage is lining resistant to ageing; High-quality galvanizing, thus also suitable for
visual range.

Product Parameter (Specification)

Type Pipe Clamp Measurement INCH Metric
Service ODM OEM Color Black
Style Durable,Adjustable Surface Zinc Plated
Specification Spiral Clamp with Lining Trademark Good Fasteners

Application Construction installation,
sanitaryware and hardware

Origin Ningbo China

Package Carton Box+wooden Case After-sales
Service Provided

Online support, Video

technical support
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Product Feature And Application

1. FOR VENTILATION PIPES
2. FOR HEATING PIPES
3. FOR WASTE WATER PIPES
4. FOR BASIN PIPES

FAQ

Why choose us?
Our factory was built in 2006 with high manufacturing capability for millions of pipe clamp screws
and double thread screws. The products are welcomed by domestic and overseas customers for
its reputable quality.

Can I have a visit to your factory before the order?
Yes, We are sincerely welcome you to visit our company and ready to help you. If you have any
needs in China.

How many hours can your salt spray test reach?
"0~96 hours, no rust

96~120 hours, white rust

>120 hours, red rust"
Can you helps us source other related goods?
Yes, we can help you source other products if they are currently not in our product line.

Wonder if you accept small orders?
Do not worry. Please feel free to contact us, in order to give our clients more convenience ,we
accept small order.


